Coevorden, November 12th, 2015

Conc.: expansion factory and offices
Cargo Floor B.V.

Dear customer,
Cargo Floor is known as the worldwide leading manufacturer and supplier of horizontal loading and
unloading systems. These loading and unloading systems are used in mobile (trucks, trailers,
containers) as well as stationary (immovable installations of automatic unloading dosage bunkers in
factories) applications.
Cargo Floor B.V. supplies her systems under two know brand names:
- Cargo Floor® the moving floor transport system
- CargoMatic® the ultimate logistic transport system which consists of an electrical driven chain or
slat lane system.
Because the international growth of Cargo Floor B.V. is developing further and further we outgrew the
current factory.
Expansion of the factory: the current factory will be enlarged with 6.700 m3
The new hall that is being built will house the service and construction department. This will give more
room for production and the finishing of the stationary Cargo Floor and CargoMatic projects as well as
the service to the mobile systems.
The new hall will be equipped with 4 overhead cranes and a specially developed ergonomic grease pit
which has an automatic liftable floor so trailers of customers can be serviced even more safe, adequate
and efficient.
Logistic warehouse
The expansion also means there will be more room available for the logistic handling, this is in
particular necessary to improve the increased container shipments for the overseas export. For the
logistic warehouse an investment in a loading bridge has been made so all sorts and sizes of sea
containers can be loaded fast and in a dry environment.
Outdoor area
Next to the expansion of the factory the outdoor area will be enlarged with 1.250 m2 and paved over.
The extra area will create enough room for the large variety of aluminium and steel floor profiles so
these can be stored much more efficiently and be loaded and supplied faster. The new area will also
have sufficient room to store large and voluminous stationary projects temporarily until the supply to the
customer. The latest camera and security systems will guarantee security.

Expansion of the offices
Cargo Floor is known for her quality and excellent worldwide service. In order to warrant the service at
the highest level worldwide there are national and international technical trainings given regularly to
customers and service workshops. Therefore a new training room will be built with attached an
experience room where a Cargo Floor system and the parts are displayed in all her aspects. The
current training room will be converted into a new sales support office.
Technical laboratory
Also a technical lab will be outfitted where next to durability tests parts for new developments can be
examined.
Environment
To safe energy and to lessen the burden on the environment Cargo Floor had all her light fixtures in the
offices replaced by LED fixtures. At the same time as the expansion is done also all the light fixtures in
the factory will be replaced by LED fixtures. These LED lights closely resemble daylight so a more
“natural” light will shine at the workplace.
With the expansion of the factory Cargo Floor anticipates on the further growth and she will be able to
service her customers national and internationally in an even more efficient way.
Works on the expansion have started in the meanwhile and will be finished end of 2015.
Trusting to have informed you sufficiently, we remain,
With best regards,
Cargo Floor B.V.
Coevorden, The Netherlands
YOUR CARGO TEAM

